INDIAN CABINET

The → indicates direction of grain of wood.

Position of Door

Having cut out this side and completed all interior fret cuts, lay it on the piece of wood which is to form the other side and under round the outline closely with pencil. Cut out this piece and then paste down the patterns of the ornamental top and bottom shown below. Cut out the fretted portions in the usual manner.

Side of Cabinet. Cut one ½ in. thick.

Moulding No. 21

1 piece 10 in. long & 2 pieces ½ in. long required.

Brackets under Floor.

For prices of Wood and Fittings see current Catalogue, or on application.

Moulding No. 21

Side of Cabinet. See note above for method of passing down these patterns.

THE INDIAN CABINET.

SIZE

HEIGHT 14 ins. WIDTH 9 ins. DEPTH 4 ins.

NOTE.—The Hobbies Presentation Designs are not given away with back numbers of Hobbies. Additional copies may be had from Hobbies Limited.

Top to Cabinet, and Floor to Cabinet. Cut two 1 in. thick.

PRINTED IN ENGLAND.